ACADEMIC AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT ORGANIZATION CHART

Vice President of Academic Affairs (MnSCU Admin – 9)
Kristen Raney

Executive Assistant (OAS Prin)
Brenda McNamara

Dean of Career & Technical Education (MnSCU Admin 6)
Rainer Haarbusch
See Page 6

Dean of Health Sciences (MnSCU Admin 6)
Julia Bartlett
See Page 7

Dean of Liberal & Fine Arts (MnSCU Admin 6)
Andrew Kubas
See Page 8

Dean of STEM (MnSCU Admin 6)
Enyinda Onunwor
See Page 9

Dean of Business and Services Programs & Workforce Training and Continuing Education (MnSCU Admin 6)
Tracy Wilson
See Page 10

Dean of Academic Effectiveness & Innovation (MnSCU Admin 6)
Sarah Carrico
See Page 11
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CAREER AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION DEPARTMENT ORGANIZATION CHART

Updated on July 31, 2020

Dean of Career and Technical Education
(MnSCU Admin 6)
Rainer Haarbusch

Administrative Assistant (OAS Sr.)
Diana Longseth

Electrical Technology/Electromechanical Systems
Faculty
George Schaus
Julie Selton
Keith Setley
Dean Weikle
Travis Schachtner (Adjunct)

Automotive Service/Truck Technician
Faculty
Llewellyn Olivier
John Purcell
David Vorderbruggen
Jacob Yernberg
Joel Pearson

Cabinetmaking/Carpentry
Faculty
Thomas Hillstead
Perry Franzen (Adjunct)

CNC Toolmaking
Faculty
Garrett Byrne
Ben Johnson
Scott Nordahl
Ker Xiong

Pipefitting/Plumbing
Faculty
Wyatt Carlson
Adjunct

Welding/Sheet Metal
Faculty
Todd Hankel
Caleb Paulson
Riley Pease
Viangsavanh Paborriboon

Trading Up Advisor
(MnSCU AP 1)
Erica Fricke
Updated on July 31, 2020
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STEM DEPARTMENT ORGANIZATION CHART

Dean of STEM
(MnSCU Admin 6)
Enyinda Onunwor

Administrative Assistant (OAS Sr.)
Joseph Richard Stephenson

Mathematics Faculty
Sarah Cooley
Sadaa Goftarsh
Francois Nguyen
Kristin Pueringer
Avani Shah
Ba Su
Natalya Taylor

Computer Careers

Engineering Faculty
Pamela Schumacher

Science

Geographic Information Science
Adjuncts

Physics Faculty
Chelsea Tiffany

Chemistry Faculty
Harsimranjit Chahal
Zubah Kpanaku
Travis Mills
Penny Starkey

College Lab Assistant 1 - Chemistry
Krista Ristinen

Biology Faculty
Anita Bansal
Joanna Cregan
Mariann Gabrawy
James Gielissen
Amy Gonyea
Rachel Hudson
Naureen Mehmood
Kristin Purcell
Mary Stueve
Kristyn VanderWaal Mills

College Lab Assistant 2 - Biology
Elena Krogman

College Lab Assistant 1 – Biology
Scott Clark
Raymond Romero

Computer Science Faculty
Warren Sheaffer
Mary Anderson
Nishta Kotecha
Cheng Thao

Computer Graphics Faculty
Darren Pearson

Computer & Information System Security Faculty
Mark Rawlings

Data Science Faculty
Adjuncts

Natural Science Faculty
Margaret (Maggie) Zimmerman

Engineering Faculty
Pamela Schumacher

Physics Faculty
Chelsea Tiffany

Chemistry Faculty
Harsimranjit Chahal
Zubah Kpanaku
Travis Mills
Penny Starkey

College Lab Assistant 1 - Chemistry
Krista Ristinen

Biology Faculty
Anita Bansal
Joanna Cregan
Mariann Gabrawy
James Gielissen
Amy Gonyea
Rachel Hudson
Naureen Mehmood
Kristin Purcell
Mary Stueve
Kristyn VanderWaal Mills

College Lab Assistant 2 - Biology
Elena Krogman

College Lab Assistant 1 – Biology
Scott Clark
Raymond Romero

Computer Science Faculty
Warren Sheaffer
Mary Anderson
Nishta Kotecha
Cheng Thao

Computer Graphics Faculty
Darren Pearson

Computer & Information System Security Faculty
Mark Rawlings

Data Science Faculty
Adjuncts

Natural Science Faculty
Margaret (Maggie) Zimmerman

Engineering Faculty
Pamela Schumacher

Physics Faculty
Chelsea Tiffany

Chemistry Faculty
Harsimranjit Chahal
Zubah Kpanaku
Travis Mills
Penny Starkey

College Lab Assistant 1 - Chemistry
Krista Ristinen

Biology Faculty
Anita Bansal
Joanna Cregan
Mariann Gabrawy
James Gielissen
Amy Gonyea
Rachel Hudson
Naureen Mehmood
Kristin Purcell
Mary Stueve
Kristyn VanderWaal Mills

College Lab Assistant 2 - Biology
Elena Krogman

College Lab Assistant 1 – Biology
Scott Clark
Raymond Romero
STUDENT AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT ORGANIZATION CHART (Cont.)

Dean of Institutional Research, Planning & Grants/ALO (MnSCU Admin-4)
Nichole Sorenson

Office & Administrative Specialist – Senior (0.5 FTE)
Dawn Andrada

Sr. Research Analyst (Research Analyst Specialist)
Valera Hachey

Sr. Research Analyst Grants (Research Analyst Specialist)
Andrew Duncan

Director of Resource Development (MnSCU AP-3)
Jennifer Rohde

Director of Strategic Planning and Effectiveness (MnSCU AP 3)
Paula Kinney

Business Intelligence Analyst (ITS 3)
Priya Srikoo

Process Analyst (Management Analyst 2)
Fabiola Grubhofer (Limited)
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